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AT27-BB ATV Sprayers
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                                        AT27-BB SERIES   STANDARD SPECS
TANK SIZE

PUMP
PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES
CONTROL VALVES

SPRAY GUN
HOSE

FILTER
DRAINAGE

27 gallon ATV tank with baffle 

4.0 GPM chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid-filled pressure gauge

Two stainless steel, low drift, Boom Buster nozzles 

Left, right, and master control valves by operator

Heavy duty, 30L-8” spray gun with adjustable nozzle

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy-clean, external filter

Sloped bottom flowing to sump 

Innovative.
The AT27-BB sprayers are an updated version of the WA wrap-around sprayer.  All 
AT27-BB sprayers have a 27 gallon tank with a built-in baffle to prevent sloshing and 
feature short saddles, allowing the driver to get on and off the ATV easier, while still 
displacing some of the weight forward to improve safety.  A single sump allows for bet-
ter tank drainage.  Stainless steel, low-drift Boom Buster nozzles will keep you spraying 
road sides, fence lines, creek banks, and more season after season.

AT27-BB 
BASE MODEL

CONTROL PANEL 
Conveniently located 
by the operator, includes 
on/off switch, pressure 
gauge, pressure control 
valve, left, right, and 
master control valves

BOOM BUSTER
NOZZLES
Use both low-drift, stain-
less steel nozzles for 26 
feet total coverage, or use 
one side only.

HEAVY DUTY
30L-8” SPRAY 
GUN
Lightweight, commercial 
grade spray gun with trigger 
lock for added safety.

SHURflo® 
4.0 GPM CHEMICAL
RESISTANT PUMP
or choose from a 1.4 GPM, 3.0 
GPM, or 7.0 GPM pump



AT27-BB Series Optional Upgrades
>>>

CHEMICAL INJECTION SYSTEM
Most Accurate & Dependable Unit on the Market with its 
Piston Style Injector.
The water-powered metering system functions with volumetric proportions 

ensuring a consistent chemical mix regardless of variations in pressure 

and flow.  The operator has the option to use both 1-gallon chemical 

injection tanks to apply 2 chemicals at the same time, just one, or shut off 

both to apply water only (i.e. fire control).  The injection tanks simply lift 

out of the main tank for easy clean-up and maintenance.

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
Keep the ATV on level ground and change the angle 

of spray from the driver’s seat.  Spray road sides, 

creek banks, and fence lines with ease by setting the 

angle of attack with switches located by the operator.

QUICK-TACH BOOMS
Available in a 38 inch assembled boom or 12 foot 
folding boom as pictured to the left.  Spray with Boom 
Buster nozzles, spray gun, or boom. 3

Clean up 
in less than 
2 Minutes!

NO MORE MIXING CHEMICALS!

ways to 
spray3

MIX AND MATCH, BUILD IT YOUR WAY

AT27-BB-CI AT27-BB-CI-E-B12 AT27-BB-E AT27-BB-CI-E

SPRAY GUNS
Choose a spray gun that 

best fits your application 

from Hypro® and 
Spraying Systems®

HOSE REELS
Choose from a variety of elec-

tric, manual, or spring rewind 

reels by Hannay,
Cox, or Eley.

Chemical Injection 
Metering Pump

Electric Actuators

Left & Right
Boom Buster Nozzles

1 Gallon, Chemical
Injection Tanks

Pictured above is an AT27-BB-CI-E
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Wrap Around.
The WA16-BB and WA25-BB sprayers feature a 16 gallon and a 25 gallon wrap-around 

style tank, respectively.  These low-profile tanks with longer saddles put 20% of the 

weight in front of the ATV’s rear axle for added safety.  Dual sumps offer complete 

drainage.  Like its AT27-BB counterpart, everything bolts to the tank for easy installa-

tion and removal.  Dual stainless steel, low-drift Boom Buster nozzles provide 26 feet 

of total coverage season after season.    

WA16-BB, WA25-BB ATV Sprayers

         WA16-BB & WA25-BB SERIES   STANDARD SPECS
TANK SIZE

PUMP
PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES
CONTROL VALVES

SPRAY GUN
HOSE

FILTER
DRAINAGE

16 or 25 gallon, wrap-around style tank with baffle 

4.0 GPM chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid-filled pressure gauge

Two stainless steel, low drift, Boom Buster nozzles 

Left and right control valves by operator

Heavy duty, 30L-8” spray gun with adjustable nozzle

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy-clean, external filter

Dual sumps for complete drainage 

WA16-BB 
BASE MODEL

WA25-BB 
BASE MODEL

BOOM BUSTER
NOZZLES
Use both low-drift, stain-
less steel nozzles for 26 
feet total coverage, or use 
one side only.

HEAVY DUTY
30L-8” SPRAY 
GUN
Lightweight, commercial 
grade spray gun with trigger 
lock for added safety.

SHURflo® 
4.0 GPM CHEMICAL
RESISTANT PUMP
or choose from a 1.4 GPM, 3.0 
GPM, or 7.0 GPM pump
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WA16/25-BB Series Optional Upgrades
>>>

WA16-F WRAP-AROUND FRONT TANK
Increase capacity
This additional sprayer tank features a banjo quick coupler for 

easy removal, its own tank valves, dual sumps for complete 

drainage, and a separate filter.  It works in conjunction with 

any of our WA or AT rear tanks.   

QUICK-TACH BOOMS
Available in a 38” assembled boom or 12 foot folding boom 

as pictured to the left.  Gives the option of spraying with 

Boom Buster nozzles, spray gun, or boom.
5

ways to 
spray3

MIX AND MATCH, BUILD IT YOUR WAY

WA25-BB-E WA25-BB-16FWA25-BB-B12WA16-BB

SPRAY GUNS
Choose a spray gun that best 

fits your application from

Hypro® and

Spraying

Systems®

HOSE REELS
Choose from a variety of electric, 
manual, or spring rewind 
reels by Hannay, 
Cox, or Eley.

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
Keep the ATV on level ground and change the angle 

of spray from the driver’s seat.  Spray road sides, 

creek banks, and fence lines with ease by setting the 

angle of attack with switches located by the operator.



   LP45-BB SPRAYER SERIES   STANDARD SPECS               
TANK SIZE

PUMP

PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES

CONTROL VALVES

SPRAY GUN

HOSE

FILTER

DRAINAGE

45 gallon low-profile tank

4.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid-filled pressure gauge

Two stainless steel, low drift, Boom Buster nozzles 

Left, right, and master control valves

Heavy duty, 30L-8” spray gun with adjustable nozzle

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy-clean, external filter 

Single sump for complete drainage
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A Pioneer
More and more UTVs are being utilized in various applications nation-wide.  The 45 

gallon, low-profile tank is only 16 inches high which allows for 360 degree visibility and 

exceptional stability.  LP45-BB series sprayers are easy to use and maintain thanks to a 

sump for complete drainage, an easy-to-service external filter, a large tank lid for easy 

filling, and a quick drain tank valve.  With a control panel conveniently located by the 

driver, you’ll spend more time behind the wheel and on to the next task.

LOW-PROFILE TANK
does not obstruct view

CONTROL PANEL 
conveniently located by operator

16”
HIGH

LP45-BB 
BASE MODEL

BOOM BUSTER
NOZZLES
Use both low-drift, stain-
less steel nozzles for 26 
feet total coverage, or use 
one side only.

HEAVY DUTY
30L-8” SPRAY 
GUN
Lightweight, commercial 
grade spray gun with trigger 
lock for added safety.

SHURflo® 
4.0 GPM CHEMICAL
RESISTANT PUMP
or choose from a 1.4 GPM, 3.0 
GPM, or 7.0 GPM pump

LP45-BB Low Profile UTV Sprayers
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CHEMICAL INJECTION SYSTEM
                     NO MORE MIXING CHEMICALS!

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
Keep the UTV on level ground 
and change the angle of spray 
from the driver’s seat.  Spray 
road sides, creek banks, and 
fence lines with ease by setting 
the angle of attack with switches 
located by the operator.

RAVEN 203
CONTROLLER
The full control panel is mount-
ed by the operator and elimi-
nates the need for a stinger 
that enters the cabin area.  

QUICK-TACH BOOM
Available in 40 inch straight 
or 12 ft., 18 ft., 21 ft., 23 ft., 25 
ft., and 28 ft., folding booms.

NEW  SIDE STINGER 
WITH HINGED CONTROLS
The control panel conveniently folds back 
out of the way when not in use.

21.9 GPM PUMP
Hypro® 6500 roller pump 
powered by a Honda GX160 
gas engine.  We offer a good 
selection of centrifugal and 
roller pumps.

HOSE REELS
Choose from a variety 
of electric, manual, or 
spring rewind reels by
Hannay, Cox, or Eley.

LP45-BB-CI LP45-BB-203 LP45-BB-CI-E LP45-BB-S

LP45-BB Series Optional Upgrades MIX AND MATCH, BUILD IT YOUR WAY
>>>

Clean up 
in less than 
2 Minutes!

This system can apply one or more 
chemicals from two separate 2.5 gallon 
injection tanks.  Shut off valves to both 
to apply water only (i.e. fire control).  
The injection tanks simply set in pock-
ets and lift out of the main tank for 
easy clean-up and maintenance.

SPRAY GUNS
Choose a spray gun that best 
fits your application from
Hypro® and
Spraying
Systems®

The Most Accurate and Dependable
Unit on the Market with its Piston Style Injector 



LP60-BB Low Profile UTV Sprayers
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As agriculture evolves so do we.
Our new LP60-BB sprayers take all the great features you’ll find in the LP45-BB sprayers 
but with a Superior Industries original 60 gallon low profile tank.   The 17.5” tall tank 
allows the driver full visibility and helps keep the vehicle stable.  Spray more and fill 
the tank less with 15 extra gallons over the LP45 sprayers.  Dual stainless steel Boom 
Buster nozzles and a 4 GPM chemical resistant SHURflo® pump come standard for 26 
feet of total coverage.  Also, now available with a folding side control panel  for UTVs 
with rear windows or cabs.  

   LP60-BB SPRAYER SERIES   STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS               
TANK SIZE

PUMP

PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES

CONTROL VALVES

SPRAY GUN

HOSE

FILTER

DRAINAGE

60 gallon low-profile tank

4.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid filled pressure gauge

Two stainless steel, low drift, Boom Buster nozzles 

Left, right, and master control valves

Heavy duty, 30L-8” spray gun with adjustable nozzle

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy-clean, external filter 

Single sump for complete drainage

LP60-BB 
BASE MODEL

LOW-PROFILE
TANK
only 17.5” high

BOOM BUSTER
NOZZLES
Use both low-drift, stain-
less steel nozzles for 26 
feet total coverage, or use 
one side only.

HEAVY DUTY
30L-8” SPRAY 
GUN
Lightweight, commercial 
grade spray gun with trigger 
lock for added safety.

SHURflo® 
4.0 GPM CHEMICAL
RESISTANT PUMP
or choose from a 1.4 GPM, 3.0 
GPM, or 7.0 GPM pump

NEW
60 Gallon

Model
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CHEMICAL INJECTION SYSTEM
                     NO MORE MIXING CHEMICALS!

NEW  SIDE STINGER 
WITH HINGED CONTROLS
The control panel conveniently folds back 
out of the way when not in use.

HOSE REELS
Choose from a variety 
of electric, manual, or 
spring rewind reels by
Hannay, Cox, or Eley.

LP60-BB Series Optional Upgrades MIX AND MATCH, BUILD IT YOUR WAY
>>>

Clean up 
in less than 
2 Minutes!

This system can apply one or more 
chemicals from two separate 2.5 gallon 
injection tanks.  Shut off valves to both 
to apply water only (i.e. fire control).  
The injection tanks set in pockets and  
simply lift out of the main tank for easy 
clean-up and maintenance.

SPRAY GUNS
Choose a spray gun that best 
fits your application from
Hypro® and
Spraying
Systems®

ELECTRIC ACTUATORS
Keep the UTV on level ground 
and change the angle of spray 
from the driver’s seat.  Spray 
road sides, creek banks, and 
fence lines with ease by setting 
the angle of attack with switches 
located by the operator.

RAVEN 203
CONTROLLER
The full control panel is mount-
ed by the operator and elimi-
nates the need for a stinger 
that enters the cabin area.  

QUICK-TACH BOOM
Available in 40 inch straight 
or 12 ft., 18 ft., 21 ft., 23 ft., 25 
ft., and 28 ft., folding booms.

21.9 GPM PUMP
Hypro® 6500 roller pump 
powered by a Honda GX160 
gas engine.  We offer a good 
selection of centrifugal and 
roller pumps.

The Most Accurate and Dependable
Unit on the Market with its Piston Style Injector 



LP100-BB Low Profile UTV Sprayers

  LP100-BB SPRAYER SERIES   STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS               
TANK SIZE

PUMP

PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES

CONTROL VALVES

SPRAY GUN

HOSE

FILTER

DRAINAGE

100 gallon low-profile tank

4.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid-filled pressure gauge

Two stainless steel, low drift, Boom Buster nozzles 

Left and right control valves

Heavy duty, 30L-8” spray gun with adjustable nozzle

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy-clean, external filter 

Dual trough design flowing toward outlet
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Max Capacity.
The LP100-BB sprayers, like the LP45-BB and LP60-BB, were designed to meet the 

growing utilization of side by side vehicles with at least a 1,000 pound cargo bed 

load capacity. The 100 gallon, low-profile tank allows for 360 degree visibility and 

exceptional stability.  LP100-BB sprayers are easy to use and maintain thanks to a 

dual trough design for better drainage, an easy clean filter, a large tank lid for easy 

filling, and a quick drain tank valve.  The control panel is positioned by the operator 

for convenience.

LP100-BB 
BASE MODEL

LOW-PROFILE 
TANK

only 22 inches high

BOOM BUSTER
NOZZLES
Use both low-drift, stain-
less steel nozzles for 26 
feet total coverage, or use 
one side only.

HEAVY DUTY
30L-8” SPRAY 
GUN
Lightweight, commercial 
grade spray gun with 
trigger lock for added 
safety.

SHURflo® 
4.0 GPM CHEMICAL
RESISTANT PUMP
or choose from a 1.4 GPM, 3.0 
GPM, or 7.0 GPM pump
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LP100-BB Series Optional Upgrades
>>>

CHEMICAL INJECTION SYSTEM
Most Accurate & Dependable Unit on the Market
NO MORE MIXING CHEMICALS!
The water-powered metering system functions with volumetric proportions ensur-
ing a consistent chemical mix regardless of variations in pressure and flow.  The 
operator has the option to use both 2.5-gallon injections tanks, just one, or shut 
off both to apply water only (i.e. fire control).  The injection tanks simply detach 
from a bracket on the main tank for easy clean-up and maintenance.

ELECTRIC 
ACTUATORS
Keep the UTV on level ground 
and change the angle of spray 
from the driver’s seat.  Spray 
road sides, creek banks, and 
fence lines with ease by setting 
the angle of attack with switch-
es located by the operator.

RAVEN 203
CONTROLLER
Complete controll panel 
mounted in a convenient
location for the operator.

BOOMS
Available from 
40” assembled 
to 28 ft. folding.

21.9 GPM PUMP
Hypro® 6500 roller pump 
powered by a Honda 
GX160 gas engine.  We 
offer a good selection 
of centrifugal and roller 
pumps.

Clean up 
in less than 
2 Minutes!

LP100-BB-CI-203 LP100-BB-CI-203 LP100-BB-E LP100-BB

MIX AND MATCH, BUILD IT YOUR WAY

HOSE REELS
Choose from a 
variety of electric, 
manual, or spring 
rewind reels by
Hannay, Cox, or 
Eley.

SPRAY GUNS
Choose a spray gun that best 
fits your application from
Hypro® and
Spraying
Systems®
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ECONOMY ATV / UTV Sprayers

TANK SIZE

PUMP

PRESSURE GAUGE

NOZZLES

CONTROL VALVES

HAND GUN

HOSE

FILTER

DRAINAGE

27 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 g.p.m., chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid filled pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

10 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Single sump for complete drainage

>>>
XP BOOMJET
NOZZLES
Use both polymer nozzles  

for 22 feet total coverage, 

or use one side for 

11 feet of coverage.

LIGHTWEIGHT
SPRAY GUN
Polypropylene spray gun 

with a trigger lock and 

internal strainer.

SHURflo® 3.0 GPM
CHEMICAL 
RESISTANT PUMP

Standard Features Value Minded.
Our economy sprayers offer the 

exceptional quality you expect 

from a Superior Industries sprayer

at a value price.  What makes 

these sprayers unique are the XP 

BoomJet boomless polymer nozzles 

and a 3.0 GPM chemical resistant 

SHURflo pump that come standard.

  STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS        AT27-XP  ATV SPRAYER                          WA16-XP  ATV SPRAYER                       WA25-XP  ATV SPRAYER                         LP45-XP  UTV SPRAYER 
27 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles 

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

8 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Sloped bottom flowing to sump



27 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 g.p.m., chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid filled pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

10 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Single sump for complete drainage

  STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS        AT27-XP  ATV SPRAYER                          WA16-XP  ATV SPRAYER                       WA25-XP  ATV SPRAYER                         LP45-XP  UTV SPRAYER 
16 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles 

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

8 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Dual sumps for complete drainage

25 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles 

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

8 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Dual sumps for complete drainage

45 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles 

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

8 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Single sump for complete drainage
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27 gallon low-profile tank

3.0 GPM, chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Pressure gauge

Two polymer, boomless XP BoomJet nozzles 

Left and right control valves

22” Spraying Systems lightweight spray gun

8 foot hose

Easy-clean, external filter 

Sloped bottom flowing to sump



>>>>>>

SPOT ATV / UTV Sprayers
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Bullseye.
Superior Industries spot sprayers are perfect for those instances when your target is a little smaller and 26 feet of coverage is too much, 

for example, spot spraying pastures, row crop, ball fields, parks, etc.  All of our spot sprayers have a built-in hose wrap and a sump for 

complete drainage.  They are easy to install and remove.  

EC15-10 SPOT SPRAYER
* 15 gallon tank

* 1.0 GPM chemcial
   resistant Shurflo® pump

* Pressure switch built-in to
   pump

* 22” lightweight spray gun

* 8 foot hose

EC15-18 SPOT SPRAYER
* 15 gallon tank

* 1.8 GPM chemical
   resistant Shurflo® pump

* Pressure gauge & auxiliary
   valve

* Manual On/Off switch

* Heavy duty 30L-8” spray gun,
  10 foot hose

* Filter

EC25-18 SPOT SPRAYER
* 25 gallon tank

* 1.8 GPM chemical
   resistant Shurflo® pump

* Pressure gauge & auxiliary
   valve

* Manual On/Off switch

* Heavy duty 30L-8” spray gun,
  10 foot hose

* Filter

>>>
EC25-10 SPOT SPRAYER
* 25 gallon tank

* 1.0 GPM chemcial
   resistant Shurflo® pump

* Pressure switch built-in to
   pump

* 22” lightweight spray gun

* 8 foot hose

>>>
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SPECIALTY Sprayers

Pictured to the right is the 
LP100-BB skid sprayer in the 
back of a full-sized pickup, 
used for fire control and gen-
eral weed spraying.  

Show us your 
vehicle and we

 will build a 
sprayer for it!

Skid Sprayers

Customize.
At Superior Industries, we custom build sprayers from 6 gallons to 1,600 gallons, 

with booms or boomless nozzles, manual controls, electric controls, or automatic 

rate controllers from Raven.  Other options are also available like chemical injection.  

A variety of pumps are available depending upon the intended use: electric, piston, 

centrifugal, roller, diaphragm,  engine, electric, and PTO driven.   We can build 

sprayers for virtually any vehicle with the specs you need to get the job done!

Marsh Master
We outfitted this rig to tackle the 
trickiest terrain.

Multi-Mix
Chemical Sprayer
This test plot sprayer features a CO2 pressure 
system and a 12 ft. boom.  Run any combination of 
chemicals at a time and change chemicals in seconds 
thru a control manifold mounted by the operator,
no pump maintenance!

Rate Control Sprayer
This LP100BB sprayer 
features a folding boom, 
Boom Buster nozzles, 
electric actuators, a foam 
marking system, hose reel, 
and Raven 440 controller.



GS15 Mower Sprayers

TANK SIZE
PUMP

PRESSURE GAUGE
NOZZLES

CONTROLS
SPRAY GUN

HOSE
FILTER
BOOM

15 gallon slim-line tank with sump

1.8 GPM chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid filled pressure gauge

TeeJet nylon flat spray nozzles 

Operating switch located by operator

22” TeeJet hand gun

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy clean, external filter

Adjustable 5 ft. straight boom

15 gallon slim-line tank with sump

1.8 GPM chemical resistant SHURflo® pump

Liquid filled pressure gauge

TeeJet nylon flat spray nozzles

Operating switch located by operator

22” TeeJet hand gun

10 foot hose and hose wrap

Easy clean, external filter

Adjustable 12 ft. folding boom

  SPECIFICATIONS   GS15-5  MOWER SPRAYER   GS15-12  MOWER SPRAYER

Add Versatility to Your Mower.
Our GS15 mower sprayers are lightweight, include a slim-line tank, and can be used with or without the mower’s hopper.  A heavy duty 

2” receiver is included which can be used to install the sprayer or pull an implement when the sprayer is not in use.  Comes with complete 

12 gauge wiring harness, plug-ins, fuse holder and switch to fit mower conveniently mounted by operator.     
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Install
or Remove
in Less than
One Minute!

USE WITH OR
WITHOUT 

BOOM!

GS15-5 
Pictured Above
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 12 ‘BOOM 
IN MODEL GS15-12



UTV Beds
Trade in Ordinary for SUPERIOR.
SUPERIOR manual tilt UTV beds are built to last with a heavy duty frame and cross 

members.  Choose the flat bed or utility bed, both are an extended 5’ wide by 

4’ long bed allowing more room for bulky loads such as stocking fence posts, 

hauling pivot tires, welders, compressors, etc.  Either style fits most popular side 

by side vehicles.  

Flat Bed 
Model FB4860S

>>> >>>
Utility Bed 
Model FS4860A

* Stake pockets, rub rails, and      

  mud flaps

* LED tail lights, brake lights, and

  side clearance lights

* Converts to flat bed with hinged
   sides and tailgate
* Two 2” stake pockets in rear  
   corners 
* Four tie-downs inside box at 
  corners for multiple uses
* Mud flaps
* LED tail lights, brake lights, and    
  side clearance lights
* Can handle heavy weight on  
  side boards in down position
* Use as a workbench on 
   the job site!

Optional Sides
Available in 5 in., 8 in., 

or 10 in. high.

Optional Tool Box Kit
A set of two locking tool 

boxes. Remove in seconds.

Flat Bed FB4860S

Optional Tool
Box Kit

Utility Bed FS4860A 17

Model FS4860A
pictured to the left
with all sides up.



ACCESSORIES

ATV TWIST GRIP /
THUMB THROTTLE 
Reduces thumb fatigue and 
gives rider an option between 
twist grip and thumb control.  
Includes lock-out button for 
added safety.

Lock-out Button
for added safety!

ATV / UTV 
2” RECEIVER HITCH
Built to fit most popular ATVs 
and UTVs.  Available for the 
front or back of your off road 
vehicle.

ATV / UTV FOLDING
TOW HITCH 
Fits most popular ATVs and 
UTVs.  Folds up securely 
with pin when not in use.  
Includes 2” front receiver 
hitch for easy removal.
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UTV MIRRORS
Fits most popular UTVs. 
Heavy duty metal and 
glass mirrors with brackets.  
Choose between a center or
side mirror.

UTV RADIATOR GUARDS
Fits Yamaha Viking and 
Yamaha Rhino UTVs.  Protect
your radiator from off road 
obstacles and debris.

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
like this calf carrier with a front 
gate mounted on a quick-tach 
2” receiver. We strive to get the 
most out of your ATV / UTV and 
then some!



ATV BUCKET HOLDER 
Includes 2” quick-tach receiver.

ATV FRONT BASKET

ATV REAR DROP   
BASKET 
Holds up to 3 buckets.

19

UTV FRONT BASKET 
Fits most popular UTVs.  
Mounts into 2” front 
receiver for easy removal.  
Allows for additional cargo 
space.

ADJUSTABLE SEAT KIT FOR 
YAMAHA VIKING YXM700 MODELS
Raises the height of seat for increased visibility 
and allows for 14 different settings with a quick-
adjust lever.

EXHAUST KIT FOR 
YAMAHA VIKING YXM700 MODELS
Reduces noise and vibration.

DUST / HEAT / SOUND DAMPENING KIT 
FOR YAMAHA VIKING YXM700 MODELS
Reduces dust, heat, and noise intake within the cab 
allowing for a more comfortable ride.

A kit containing heat 
tolerant foam is cut to fit 

the area under the seats and 
wraps up behind the seats.  

The foam muffles the sound, 
reduces dust, and dispels 

the heat.



1100 E. 6th St. • PO Box 126 Superior, Nebraska 68978
phone / fax (402)879-4700 • superior_industries_llc@yahoo.com
www.superiorindustriessprayers.com

The Innovation Never Stops.
Visit www.superiorindustriessprayers.com for up-to-the-minute new products, 
information, parts breakdowns, manuals, and more!

For questions, information, or to locate a dealer near you, call (402) 879-4700.
Hours of operation: Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - Noon; 1 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.  

© 2014 Superior Industries LLC 


